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IN THE CLAIMS :

Please amend the claims as shown in the following claim

listing. The claim listing replaces all prior claim versions

and claim listings in the application.

1. (Currently Amended) Apparatus for helping to protect

an occupant of a vehicle that i/s a side structure and a roof,

said apparatus comprising:

an inflatable veh/cle occupant protection device

that is inflatable away f/om the vehicle roof into a position

between the side struct/re of the vehicle and a vehicle

occupant, said inflatyfole vehicle occupant protection device

defining an inflatable volume and having a length extending

along the side strfcture of the vehicle, said inflatable

volume including/a forward portion for location forwardly in

the vehicle an/ a rearward portion for location rearwardly in

the vehicle;

a/ inflation fluid source that provides inflation

fluid for/nflating said inflatable vehicle occupant

protecti/n device, said inflation fluid consisting essentially

of hel/m stored under pressure, said inflation fluid source

being/free from pyrotechnic material for heating said

inflation fluid; and

a fill tube having a portion located in said

fflatable vehicle occupant protection device extending into

said forward portion and said rearward portion of said

inflatable volume, said fill tube being in fluid communication
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with said inflation fluid source, said in^ation fluid source,

when actuated, providing said inflation fluid to said fill

tube, said fill tube including outlet apertures positioned

along said portion of said fill tube/for directing said

inflation fluid into said inf latabife volume to pressurize said

forward and rearward portions evjfolv along the length of said

inflatable vehicle occupant protection device and to inflate

said inflatable vehicle occun/nt protection device initially

to a first desired pressure/and maintain said inflatable

vehicle occupant protection device inflated above a second

desired pressure, less t/an said first pressure, for a

predetermined period of time, said predetermined period of

time being at least 5^7 seconds;

said inflation fluid being directed through said

outlet apertures i/to said forward portion and said rearward

portion of said ^flatable volume to inflate said forward and

rearward portions, said inflation fluid directed into said

forward portiorf and said inflation fluid directed into said

rearward portion having generally the same temperature and

generally thi same pressure during initial inflation of said

inflatable Vehicle occupant protection device, said inflation

fluid in s4id inflatable vehicle occupant protection device

having a /temperature about equal to an ambient temperature in

which s/id inflatable vehicle occupant protection device is

inflat/d for at least 95% of said predetermined period of

time ./
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2. (Original) Apparatus as defined in/claim 1, wherein

said fill tube has a predetermined numbe/ of said outlet

apertures spaced a predetermined distai^e apart from each

other along said portion of said fil/tube, said predetermined

number of outlet apertures and saidT predetermined distance

being selected to provide said inflation fluid in said forward

and rearward portions at genera/ly the same pressure and

temperature.

3. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claim 2, wherein

said outlet apertures are/ arranged in groups, each of said

groups including a plurality of said outlet apertures, said

groups being spaced ajfert from each other along said portion

of said fill tube.

4. (Original Apparatus as defined in claim 3, wherein

said inflatable/volume is defined by a perimeter of said

inflatable vehicle occupant protection device, said perimeter

being at leas/ partially defined by an upper edge and an

opposite lovfer edge of said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection/device and front and rear edges spaced apart

horizontally along said upper and lower edges, said upper edge

extending along the side structure of the vehicle adjacent the

roof oy the vehicle.

#5. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claim 4, wherein

saic/ fill tube has a first end connected to said inflation

flup-d source and an opposite second end located in said
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inflatable vehicle occupant protection device, jTaid first end

being positioned outside said inflatable veh^6le occupant

protection device near said rear edge of s/id inflatable

vehicle occupant protection device.

6. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claim 5, wherein

said outlet apertures are arrange/in four groups spaced apart

along said fill tube.

7. (Original) Apparatus/as defined in claim 6, wherein

each of said outlet aperture^ has a center and a diameter of

about 7.0-9.0 millimeters,/said outlet apertures in each of

said four groups being arranged along a line and spaced along

said line, said centers/of adjacent apertures in each said

group being spaced abo/t 12 millimeters apart.

8. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claim 6, wherein a

first group of out/et apertures includes 3 of said outlet

apertures

.

9. (Originil) Apparatus as defined in claim 8, wherein

said first gro/p of outlet apertures is spaced about 4 90

millimeters from said first end of said fill tube.

10. (/riginal) Apparatus as defined in claim 8, wherein a

second gr^up of outlet apertures includes 5 of said outlet

aperture
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11. (Original) Apparatus as defined in c/aim 10, wherein

said second group of outlet apertures is spafced about 144

millimeters from said first group of outlet apertures.

12. (Original) Apparatus as defin/d in claim 10, wherein

a third group of outlet apertures incudes 8 of said outlet

apertures.

13. (Original) Apparatus as/ defined in claim 12, wherein

said third group of outlet ape/tures is spaced about 485

millimeters from said second /roup of outlet apertures.

14. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claim 12, wherein

a fourth group of outlet/apertures includes 8 of said outlet

apertures.

15. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claim 14, wherein

said fourth group Jf outlet apertures is spaced about 85

millimeters from /aid third group of outlet apertures.

16. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claim 2, wherein

said fill tube* has an outside diameter of about 15.875

millimeters /nd a wall thickness of about 0.71 millimeters.

17. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein

said inflation fluid is directed through each of said outlet

apertures at a supersonic velocity.
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18. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claiVl7, wherein

the supersonic velocity of said inflation flui/creates a

shock wave that causes the temperature of sa^ inflation fluid

to increase.

19. (Original) Apparatus as defined/in claim 1, wherein

said inflatable vehicle occupant prote/tion device includes a

non-inflatable portion located betwe^ said forward portion

and said rearward portion.

/
20. (Original) Apparatus as/ defined in claim 1, wherein

said inflatable vehicle occup/it protection device is an

inflatable curtain having a s/ored position extending along

the side structure adjacent^ roof of the vehicle, said

inflatable curtain being i/flated away from the vehicle roof

/ V

into said position betwej&i the side structure of the vehicle

and a vehicle occupant.

21. (Original) &>paratus as defined in claim 20, wherein

said inflatable cur/ain when inflated extends along the side

structure of the ^Chicle between an A pillar and a C pillar of

the vehicle.

22. (Ori/inal) Apparatus as defined in claim 20, wherein

said inflata/le curtain, when inflated, overlies at least a

portion of /n A pillar, a B pillar and a C pillar of the

vehicle.
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23. (Original) Apparatus as defined/in claim 1, further

comprising a sensor for sensing a vehicle condition for which

deployment of said inflatable vehicle/occupant protection

device is desired, said sensor actu/ting said inflation fluid

source to provide inflation fluid/o inflate said inflatable

vehicle occupant protection dev|fce.

24. (Original) Apparatujf as defined in claim 1, wherein

said inflation fluid source/comprises an inflator which is

actuatable to inflate salf inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device.

25. (Original) /pparatus as defined in claim 24, wherein

said inflator is a itored gas inflator, said inflation fluid

being compressed /nd stored at about 6250 psig.

/26. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein

said fill tub/ directs said inflation fluid into said

inflatable vehicle occupant protection device at generally the

same temperature and pressure throughout said predetermined

period of/time.

21$. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claim 26, wherein

said inflation fluid inflates said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device evenly along the length of said inflatable

vehicle occupant protection device.
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28. (Original) Apparatus as defined in /laim 27, wherein

said outlet apertures are positioned and sgfeced to cause said

inflatable vehicle occupant protection device to inflate

evenly along the length of said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device.

29. (Original) Apparatus as cpfined in claim 1, wherein

said generally the same temperature is just above said ambient

temperature in which said infljrtable vehicle occupant

protection device is inflatec

. 30. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein

said fill tube contains / volume of air prior to actuation of

said inflation fluid sdurce, said fill tube being constructed

such that said volume/of air uncj.irgoes adiabatic compressive

heating in said fill/tube upon actuation of said inflation

fluid source, said/inflation fluid gaining heat from said

volume of air.

31. (Origimal) Apparatus as defined in claim 30, wherein

said inflation fluid gains heat thermodynamically from said

fill tube.

32. /original) Apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein

said generally the same temperature is about equal to said

ambient/temperature for at least 98% of said predetermined

period? of time.
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33. (Original) Apparatus as defined i/ claim 1, wherein

said first predetermined pressure is aboy* 149-163 kilopascals

absolute.

34. (Original) Apparatus as defifcned in claim 1, wherein

said second predetermined pressure/is about 125 kilopascals

absolute.

35. (Currently Amended) Apparatus for helping to protect

an occupant of a vehicle thajf has a side structure and a roof,

said apparatus comprising:

an inflatable vehicle occupant protection device

that is inflatable away from the vehicle roof into a position

between the side structure of the vehicle and a vehicle

occupant, said infU'tafcle vehicle occupant protection device

defining an inflatable volume and having a length extending

along the side structure of the vehicle;

an inflation fluid source that provides inflation

fluid for inflating said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device/ said inflation fluid consisting essentially

of helium stored/ under pressure, said inflation fluid source

being free fromf pyrotechnic material for heating said

inflation fluip; and

a fill tube having a portion located in said

inflatable vehicle occupant protection device extending into

said inflatable volume, said fill tube being in fluid

communicati/on with said inflation fluid source, said inflation

fluid source, when actuated, providing said inflation fluid to
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said fill tube, said fill tube including outlet apertures

positioned along said portion of said fiiytube for directing

said inflation fluid into said inflatab^f volume to pressurize

said inflatable volume evenly along th/ length of said

inflatable vehicle occupant protection device and to inflate

said inflatable vehicle occupant pr/tection device initially

to a first desired pressure and maintain said inflatable

vehicle occupant protection devi/e inflated above a second

desired pressure, less than salA first desired pressure, for a

predetermined period of time, /said predetermined period of

time being at least 5-7 seconds;

said inflation fmid being directed through said

outlet apertures into saidf inflatable volume to inflate said

inflatable volume, said inflation fluid directed into said

inflatable volume havinj a temperature that is generally the

same and a pressure thpt is generally the same throughout the

length of said inflatable vehicle occupant protection device

during initial inflation of said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device, /said inflation fluid in said inflatable

vehicle occupant Protection device having a temperature about

equal to an ambient temperature in which said inflatable

vehicle occupant protection device is inflated for at least

95% of said pi&determined period of time.

36. (o/iginal) Apparatus as defined in claim 35, wherein

said fill tfube has a predetermined number of said outlet

apertures/spaced a predetermined distance apart from each

other al/ng said portion of said fill tube, said predetermined
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number of outlet apertures and said predetermined distance

being selected to provide said inflation fluid in said forward

and rearward portions at generally thf same pressure and

temperature.

37. (Original) Apparatus as iefined in claim 35, wherein

said fill tube directs said inflation fluid into said

inflatable vehicle occupant pr/tection device at generally the

same temperature and pressure/throughout said predetermined

period of time.

38. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claim 37, wherein

said inflation fluid inflates said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device evenl/ along the length of said inflatable

vehicle occupant protection device.

39. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claim 38, wherein

said outlet aperturis are positioned and spaced to cause said

inflatable vehicle /occupant protection device to inflate

evenly along the length of said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device.

40. (Orig/nal) Apparatus as defined in claim 35, wherein

said generalli the same temperature is just above said ambient

temperature In which said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection fievice is inflated.
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41. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claim 35, wherein

said generally the same temperature Ls about equal to said

ambient temperature for at least 9Gp of said predetermined

period of time.

Claims 42-45 (Canceled)

.

46. (Currently Amended) k method for helping to protect

an occupant of a vehicle that/has a side structure and a roof,

said method comprising the steps of:

providing an inflatable vehicle occupant protection

device that is inflatable iway from the vehicle roof into a

position between the side/ structure of the vehicle and a

vehicle occupant, said ilflatable vehicle occupant protection

device defining an inflatable volume and having a length

extending along the si&e structure of the vehicle, said

inflatable volume including a forward portion for location

forwardly in the vehicle and a rearward portion for location

rearwardly in the ve|iicle;

providing an inflation fluid source that provides

inflation fluid fat inflating said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device! said inflation fluid source, when actuated,

7/

providing said inflation fluid to inflate said inflatable

vehicle occupant protection device initially to a first

desired pressule and maintain said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device inflated above a second desired pressure,

less than saijp first pressure, for a predetermined period of

time, said predetermined period of time being at least 5-7
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seconds, said inflation fluid consist^? essentially of helium

stored under pressure, said inflatJn fluid source being free

from pyrotechnic material for hea/ng said inflation fluid;

and /

providing a fill tub/ for directing said inflation

fluid into said forward porti/n and said rearward portion of

said inflatable volume to pgfessur'i ze said forward and rearward

portions evenly along the /ength of said inflatable vehicle

occupant protection devic/, said inflation fluid directed into

said forward portion andf said inflation fluid directed into

said rearward portion /aving a temperature that is generally

the same and a pressu/e that is generally the same during

initial inflation of/said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device Jo cause said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device Ay inflate evenly throughout the length of

said inflatable /ehicle occupant protection device, said

inflation fluid/directed into said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection dev/ce having a temperature about equal to an

ambient temperature in which said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection deVice is inflated for at least 95% of said

predetermines period.

47 . (^Canceled) .

48/ (Previously Amended) The method of claim 46, further

comprising the steps of providing said fill tube having a

predetermined cross-sectional flow area and a predetermined

number of said outlet apertures spaced a predetermined
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distance apart from each other alorfg said portion of said fill

tube, said predetermined cross-sefitional flow area, said

predetermined number of outlet apertures, and said

predetermined distance being selected to provide said

inflation fluid in said forwa/d and rearward portions at

generally the same pressure And temperature.

49. (Original) The method of claim 48, further comprising

the steps of arranging s/id outlet apertures in groups that

include a plurality of laid outlet apertures and spacing said

groups apart from each^other along said portion of said fill

tube.

50. (Original)/ The method of claim 49, further comprising

the steps of creating a computer-generated model to select

said predetermined number of said outlet apertures and said

predetermined spacing of said outlet apertures.

51. (Original) The method of claim 50, wherein said step

of creating a /computer-generated model comprises creating a

two-dimensional computational fluid dynamics model.
x

52. (Currently Amended) Apparatus for helping to protect
It

an occupanl of a vehicle that has a side structure and a roof,

said appaj^tus comprising:

an inflatable vehicle occupant protection device

that is $Lnflatable away from the vehicle roof into a position

between/ the side structure of the vehicle and a vehicle
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occupant, said inflatable vehicle occupint protection device

defining an inflatable volume and hav^g a length extending

along the side structure of the vehi/le;

an inflation fluid sourcef for providing inflation

fluid to inflate said inflatable /ehicle occupant protection

device, said inflation fluid consisting essentially of helium

stored under pressure, said in/lation fluid source being free

from pyrotechnic material foy heating said inflation fluid;

arid /

a fill tube havmg a portion located in said

inflatable vehicle occupant protection device, said fill tube

being in fluid communication with said inflation fluid source,

said inflation fluid source, when actuated, providing said

inflation fluid to slid fill tube, said fill tube directing

said inflation flum into said inflatable volume to pressurize

said inflatable vehicle occupant protection device evenly

along its length/and to inflate said inflatable vehicle

occupant protection device initially to a first desired

pressure and maintain said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device inflated above a second desired pressure,

less than said first pressure, for a predetermined period of

time, said predetermined period of time being at least 5-7

seconds, sjaid fill tube being adapted to deliver said

inflation fluid into said inflatable volume such that said

inflatidh fluid directed into said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device has a temperature about just above an

ambienc temperature in which said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device is inflated.
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53. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claim 52, wherein

said fill tube is adapted to delive/ said inflation fluid in

said inflatable volume at said te/perature about just above

said ambient temperature genera^y equally throughout the

length of said inflatable vehi/le occupant protection device

during initial inflation of s4id inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device.

54. (Original) Apparatus as defined in claim 53, wherein

said fill tube is adappd to deliver said inflation fluid into

said inflatable volumjl at generally the same pressure along

the length of said inflatable vehicle occupant protection

device during init/al inflation of said inflatable vehicle

occupant protection device to cause said inflatable vehicle

occupant protec/ion device to inflate evenly along the length

of said inflatable vehicle occupant protection device.

55. (Currently Amended) Apparatus for helping to protect

an occupant/ of a vehicle that has a side structure and a roof,

said apparatus comprising:

an inflatable vehicle occupant protection device

that is/inflatable away from the vehicle roof into a position

betweein the side structure of the vehicle and a vehicle

occudant, said inflatable vehicle occupant protection device

defining an inflatable volume and having a length extending

al/ng the side structure of the vehicle, said inflatable

volume including a forward portion for location forwardly in
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the vehicle and a rearward portion for loca/ion rearwardly in

the vehicle;

an inflation fluid source that/provides inflation

fluid for inflating said inflatable veMcle occupant

protection device, said inflation flu/d consisting essentially

of helium stored under pressure; anc

means for directing saic/inflation fluid into said

inflatable volume to inflate said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device initially to k first desired pressure and

maintain said inflatable vehicle occupant protection device

inflated above a second desired pressure, less than said first

desired pressure, for a predetermined period of time, said

predetermined period of time being at least 5-7 seconds, said

means being for directing said inflation fluid into said

forward portion and saip rearward portion of said inflatable

volume to inflate said/ forward and rearward portions, said

means also being for jairecting said inflation fluid into said

forward portion and /into said rearward portion at generally

the same temperatu/e and generally the same pressure during

initial inflation/of said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection devicfi, said inflation fluid in said inflatable

vehicle occupant protection device having a temperature about

equal to an ambient temperature in which said inflatable

vehicle occutpnt protection device is inflated for at least

95% of said ^predetermined period of time;

lid means for directing comprising a fill tube

having a rfortion located in said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device extending into said forward portion and said
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rearward portion of said inflatable volume^ said fill tube

being in fluid communication with said inflation fluid source,

said inflation fluid source, when actuated, providing said

inflation fluid to said fill tube, j&id fill tube including

outlet apertures positioned along /aid portion of said fill

tube through which said inflatio/ fluid is directed into said

forward and rearward portions o/E said inflatable volume to

pressurize said forward and r/arward portions evenly along the

length of said inflatable vehicle occupant protection device

and.

56. (Original) Apparatus for helping to protect an

occupant of a vehicle/that has a side structure, said

apparatus comprising

an inflatable side curtain having a length extending

along the vehicle/side structure;

a stored helium inflator for providing helium

inflation fluidf for inflating said side curtain, said inflator

being free frdm pyrotechnic material for heating said helium

inflation fluid; and

a/fill tube for directing said helium inflation

fluid into/said side curtain to inflate said side curtain,

said fill/tube being for distributing said helium inflation

fluid evenly along the length of said side curtain to cause

pressuyization of said side curtain evenly along its length

and maintain said pressurization for at least 5 seconds, said

fill/tube also being for heating said helium inflation fluid

so nhat the helium in said side curtain has a temperature
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about equal to an ambient temperature in which/said side

curtain is deployed for at least 95% of said At least 5

seconds. /

57. (New) Apparatus for helping to riSrotect an occupant of

a vehicle that has a side structure and/a roof, said apparatus

comprising: /

an inflatable vehicle occudant protection device

that is inflatable away from the vetficle roof into a position

between the side structure of the /ehicle and a vehicle

occupant, said inflatable vehicle^occupant protection device

defining an inflatable volume arm having a length extending

along the side structure of thjf vehicle, said inflatable

volume including a forward portion for location forwardly in

the vehicle and a rearward dbrtion for location rearwardly in

the vehicle; /

an inflation flufid source that provides inflation

fluid for inflating said /inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device, said inflation fluid consisting essentially

of helium stored under pressure, said inflation fluid source

being free from pyrotechnic material for heating said

inflation fluid; and /

a fill tutie having a portion located in said

inflatable vehicle occupant protection device extending into

said forward portion and said rearward portion of said

inflatable volume, said fill tube being in fluid communication

with said inflation fluid source, said inflation fluid source,

when actuated,/providing said inflation fluid to said fill
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tube, said fill tube including outlet aperti/res arranged in

groups that are spaced apart from each otyr along said

portion of said fill tube, the number of/said outlet apertures

in each of said groups and the spacing pf said groups along

said fill tube being selected to direct said inflation fluid

into said inflatable volume to infla/e said forward and

rearward portions to generally the same pressure during

initial inflation of said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device and to inflate/said inflatable vehicle

occupant protection device initially to a first desired

pressure and maintain said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device inflated abpve a second desired pressure,

less than said first pressuip, for a predetermined period of

time, said predetermined period of time being at least 5-7

seconds;

said inflation /fluid being directed through said

outlet apertures into sa^id forward portion and said rearward

portion of said inflatable volume to inflate said forward and

rearward portions at cfenerally the same temperature during

initial inflation of /said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device far at least 95% of said predetermined

period of time, sa'ip temperature about equal to an ambient

temperature in whj/ch said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device/ is inflated.

58. (New) Apparatus for helping to protect an occupant of

a vehicle that/has a side structure and a roof, said apparatus

comprising:
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an inflatable vehicle occupant protection device

that is inflatable away from the vehicle /oof into a position

between the side structure of the venire and a vehicle

occupant, said inflatable vehicle ocjfapant protection device

defining an inflatable volume and having a length extending

along the side structure of the y/hicle, said inflatable

volume including a forward portifoh for location forwardly in

the vehicle, a rearward portio/ for location rearwardly in the

vehicle, and a non-inflatabl^ portion located between said

forward portion and said reJtrward portion;

an inflation flyid source that provides inflation

fluid for inflating said/inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device, saio/ inflation fluid consisting essentially

of helium stored nndeJ pressure, said inflation fluid source

being free from pyrotechnic material for heating said

inflation fluid; ani

a fill t£be having a portion located in said

inflatable vehicle occupant protection device extending into

said forward portion and said rearward portion of said

inflatable volume, said fill tube being in fluid communication

/ v

with said inflation fluid source, said inflation fluid source,

when actuateoX providing said inflation fluid to said fill

tube, said all tube including outlet apertures positioned

along said portion of said fill tube for directing said

inflation Srluid into said inflatable volume to inflate said

inflatablJe vehicle occupant protection device initially to a

first desired pressure and maintain said inflatable vehicle

occupanf protection device inflated above a second desired
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pressure, less than said first pressure, /for a predetermined

period of time, said predetermined period of time being at

least 5-7 seconds;

said inflation fluid beinrf directed through said

outlet apertures into said forward portion and said rearward

portion of said inflatable volum/ to inflate said forward and

rearward portions, said inflat/on fluid directed into said

forward portion and said inflation fluid directed into said

rearward portion having generally the same temperature and

generally the same pressure during initial inflation of said

inflatable vehicle occup/nt protection device, said inflation

fluid in said inflatable vehicle occupant protection device

having a temperature fbout equal to an ambient temperature in

which said inflatable vehicle occupant protection device is

inflated for at le/st 95% of said predetermined period of

time

.

59. (New) /A method for helping to protect an occupant of

a vehicle tha£ has a side structure and a roof, said method

comprising tme steps of:

/roviding an inflatable vehicle occupant protection

device thit is inflatable away from the vehicle roof into a

position/between the side structure of the vehicle and a

vehicle/ occupant, said inflatable vehicle occupant protection

devicef defining an inflatable volume and having a length

extending along the side structure of the vehicle, said

inflatable volume including a forward portion for location
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forwardly in the vehicle and a rearward portion for location

rearwardly in the vehicle; /

providing an inflation fluid /ource that provides

inflation fluid for inflating said inflatable vehicle occupant

protection device, said inflation flpid consisting essentially

of helium stored under pressure, s/id inflation fluid source

being free from pyrotechnic mateAal for heating said

inflation fluid; /

providing a fill tujfe for directing said inflation

fluid from said inflation f^id source into said forward

portion and said rearward /ortion of said inflatable volume;

and /

providing in /aid fill tube a predetermined number

of outlet apertures arranged in groups, the number of said

apertures in each of /said groups and the spacing of said

/
*

groups along the le/gth of said fill tube being selected to

inflate said forward and rearward portions initially to a

first desired pressure and maintain said front and rear

portions inflated above a second desired pressure, less than

said first pressure, for a predetermined period of time, said

predetermined/period of time being at least 5-7 seconds, said

outlet apermres directing said inflation fluid into said

inflatable Vehicle occupant protection device at a temperature

about equal to an ambient temperature in which said inflatable

vehicle ©ccupant protection device is inflated for at least

95% of said predetermined period.
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60. (New) Apparatus for helping to project an occupant of

a vehicle that has a side structure, saicf apparatus

comprising: /

an inflatable side curtain having a length extending

along the vehicle side structure; /

a stored helium inflatoy for providing helium

inflation fluid for inflating sa/d side curtain, said inflator

being free from pyrotechnic material for heating said helium

inflation fluid; and /

a fill tube for directing said helium inflation

fluid into said side curta/n to inflate said side curtain,

said fill tube including youtlet apertures arranged in groups

that are spaced apart from each other along said portion of

said fill tube, the number of said outlet apertures in each of

said groups and the spacing of giid groups along said fill

tube being selected/to distribute said helium inflation fluid

evenly along the ]jength of said side curtain to cause

pressurization off said side curtain evenly along its length

and maintain said pressurization for at least 5 seconds, said

fill tube heat/ng said helium inflation fluid so that the

helium in saiM side curtain has a temperature about equal to

an ambient temperature in which said side curtain is deployed

for at leait 95% of said at least 5 seconds.

61/ (New) Apparatus for helping to protect an occupant of

a vehi/le that has a side structure, said apparatus

compr/sing:
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an inflatable side curtain /aving a length extending

along the vehicle side structure, s/id side curtain including

a forward portion for location fdrwardly in the vehicle, a

rearward portion for location rJEarwardly in the vehicle, and a

non-inflatable portion locate/ between said forward portion

and said rearward portion;

a stored helium Znflator for providing helium

inflation fluid for inflating said side curtain, said inflator

being free from pyrotednnic material for heating said helium

inflation fluid; and

a fill tube for directing said helium inflation

fluid into said siye curtain to inflate said side curtain,

said fill tube be/ng for distributing said helium inflation

fluid evenly alqjng the length of said side curtain to cause

pressurization /of sgiid side curtain evenly along its length

and maintain /aid pressurization for at least 5 seconds, said

fill tube also being for heating said helium inflation fluid

so that the/ helium in said side curtain has a temperature

about ' equal to an ambient temperature in which said side

curtain /ls deployed for at least 95% of said at least 5

second^


